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ABSTRACT
Local search helps users find certain types of business units
(restaurant, gas stations, hospitals, etc.) in the surrounding
area. However, some merchants might not have much on-
line content (e.g. customer reviews, business descriptions,
opening hours, telephone numbers, etc.). This can pose a
problem for traditional local search algorithms such as vec-
tor space based approaches. With this difficulty in mind, in
this paper we present an approach to local search that incor-
porates geographic open data. Using the publicly available
Yelp dataset we are able to uncover patterns that link geo-
graphic features and user preferences. From this, we propose
a model to infer user preferences that integrates geographic
parameters. Through this model and estimation of user pref-
erence, we develop a new framework for “local” (in the sense
of geography) search that offsets the absence of contexts re-
garding physical business units. Our initial analysis points
to the meaningful integration of open geographic data in
local search and points out several directions for further re-
search.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Local search supports the query for a certain type of “tar-

get” in the vicinity of a user’s geographic location. Related
online information providers include Yellow Pages, Yelp and
FourSquare. In traditional web search, since some local busi-
ness units do not contain a long text as a part of their on-
line presence, information retrieval models based on word-
document relationship may not work well. While current
search engines generally are able to return satisfying results,
new business units that lack a significant online descrip-
tion/presence are still challenged by this “partial availabil-
ity problem”. Presuming that many of these business units
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would present excellent options for potential users, this also
presents a problem/challenge for enhancing user experience.

With this in mind we aim to find external freely available
resources (“open data”) to augment this kind of potential
scarcity of information and build an enhanced model for lo-
cal search. For instance, the keywords in an advertisement
of a local shop can be used as a proxy for the basic descrip-
tion of the shop. Basic geographic open data is also very
useful. The locations of both user and business units enable
the computation of distance between them. However, after
we can query local locations from an open database to get
basic attributes such as the name of address, how can we
use that extra information? In this paper, we discuss the
specific question of how local search can be improved with
geographic open data.

Current works tend to analyze a user’s search log to im-
prove local search. Teevan [9] conducts a survey about mo-
bile local search and describes the user’s desired target in
terms of distance and time. Lv [7] considers several user-
related signals in ranking for mobile local search. Dragut [4]
merges similar search results in a local area with a consid-
eration of user’s ratings. Bernerich [2] exploits direction re-
quests, browsing logs and mobile search logs to refine search
ranking. Meanwhile, Zhou [11] designs new tree structures
for location-based web search. Ahlers [1] introduces the “en-
tity retrieval system” for Yellow Pages. Several papers note
the geographic factors in search problems: Gan [5] investi-
gates the properties of geo-queries and develops a new tax-
onomy for such queries. Lymberopoulos [8] predicts click
behaviors with high-level location features, such as states
and zip codes.

The methods in the above papers have some limitations.
Query log-based methods cannot perform well when a new
user executes a query for a new local store. For the local
search problem (in this paper local search does not refer
to the same-named optimization strategy in artificial intelli-
gence), when the history records are not complete, improve-
ments are derived from incorporating open data into the
search model. Moreover, the user-oriented analysis should
also take advantage of more detailed geographic and prac-
tical features beyond simple distance. The geographic data
that we request from open databases are details about lo-
cal business units, such as the name of a store, the street
address and the locations (accurate longitude and latitude).
The more features we get, the more may be able to improve
local search. Other useful sources of information can also
be included, including competitors, size of target stores and
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business categories, since these can affect a user’s decision
when choosing among several shops.

In this paper, we start by investigating the relationship be-
tween geographic features from open datasets and user’s ex-
pressed interests from applications (e.g. Yelp) concerning lo-
cal business units (Section 2). We analyze a Yelp dataset [10]
by searching locations from the open database to show rela-
tionships between geographic features and user preferences
(such as check-in and review, here check-in refers to the
claim of visiting a nearby business unit with short comments
or rating on a mobile application) among all business units.
Using conservative choices for the geographic parameters, in
Section 3 we build a model to infer a user’s preference for
business units to serve as the basis for creating a ranking
list. In Section 4, we describe a further improved framework
of local search that incorporates knowledge of user prefer-
ence. Finally we conclude with a summary of the results
and indications for further research.

2. GEO FEATURES VS. PREFERENCES
In Section 2, we introduce an open dataset, available on

Yelp [10], and several geographic features that we wish to
relate to user’s choice. Our data analysis reveals several
patterns linked to user preference.

Yelp dataset. The Yelp dataset contains 1.6M reviews
by 366, 000 users for 61, 000 business units. After applying
a filter for the set of cities, which is that a city must have at
least 10 business units of any kind listed, we are left with 96
cities in North America and Europe and a total of 60, 503
business units. For each business unit, the database pro-
vides the name, address, and its accurate location (latitude
and longitude). Included are also reviews and and linked
ratings by customers. Though review content is also avail-
able, we do not dig into the natural language processing in
this paper (it presents a further consideration and potential
opportunity). We can use the business unit location as the
input for a secondary query to get more information from
a Geocoder [6] database, then generate geographic features
of business units, such as neighboring business units density
and others in the following paragraph.

Features of interest. We explore the interactions of
five features with the Yelp user ratings and number of re-
views (#reviews) per business unit. They are all available
from an open geographic database [6]. And user’s query and
other actions do not change the value of those five features,
because they are geographic features rather than personal
attributes. Several papers [3, 7, 9] demonstrate the impor-
tance of incorporating a user’s current location into mobile
local search. While we account for that as well, we addi-
tionally consider the following information in our preference
estimation model.

1. Significance of ratings and #reviews in an area.
For all business units in a city, we compute the aver-
age of all ratings and #reviews. The result will show
whether local area matters in terms of user’s opinion.
More statistical methods and criteria should be applied
here in future research, such as weighted average and
analysis of distribution about ratings and #reviews.
Besides, the size of city has a wide range so perhaps
the big cities should be divided into smaller districts.

2. Average distance between a given business unit
and the other business units in all types within

Figure 1: “Surrounding roads information”. We look
to incorporate the road address around certain cen-
ter points of circles area in a road. We use the longi-
tude and latitude of center point of a circle to get the
output of address names of points on the circumfer-
ence. In Figure 1, given a radius of interest, we can
determine circles of interest, A and B, with differ-
ent centers along the road R1. We can compute the
location of points on the circumference and query
the corresponding address names from geographic
database. If we set the radius with different values,
we can get the road names of more points near the
center business unit.

the same city. This is effectively a measure of busi-
ness unit neighbor centrality. When a store is far from
others, it looks like an outlier away from the central
business area of a city. More advanced metrics and
methods in the detection of outlier can be applied.

3. Density of neighboring business units. For a
store, we count the number of neighbors of all types
within a certain radius. We do not filter with the same
type of business when counting the number neighbors
because different types of business might attract cus-
tomers for each other. In general, high density may be
linked to the existence of shopping centers or prosper-
ous business areas.

4. Number of roads within a certain distance to
a business unit. This reflects the availability of lo-
cal transportation. We query the address [6] of sev-
eral points nearby the business unit. The points are
located on the circumference (without the limit of ad-
dress query quota, we can set discrete values of the
radius so as to get the address names of more points
within a certain distance from the center point) of a
circle at equal angle intervals, whose center is the busi-
ness unit. Then we analyze the returned addresses to
see the diversity (number of different roads by compar-
ing road names) of roads nearby the target. Consid-
ering the example situation in Figure 1, There we see
stores A and B along the road R1. We draw two cir-
cles of a manually given radius around the two stores.
For the points with equal angle interval on the two
circles, the database query with their longitudes and
latitudes based on the longitude and latitude of the
centers. The results of the query would include the
full names of roads (e.g. R2 and R3) nearby.

5. Location of the business unit in a street or road.
“Location” is an attribute such as “middle” or “end”.
The attribute here is a relative concept. For the pur-
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Figure 2: Histograms of ratings data per city. Top:
average rating. Bottom: average #reviews.

poses of modeling we assume the business unit is lo-
cated along a straight road, rather than some types
of roads (e.g. highway and roundabout) without too
many business units. Suppose a person is walking
through blocks to find a store as the target of shop-
ping, the in-street location might affect the possibility
of seeing the store. We still query several points around
the store, and count how many points on the circum-
ference are on the same street with the center business
unit. Considering again Figure 1, we introduce two cir-
cles. For the locations around a center which is in the
middle of road R1, almost all points on the circumfer-
ence are along the road R1, where the center of circle
A is located in. As a comparison, the center of circle
B is close to the right end of road R1, so the points
on the circumference of circle B are located in differ-
ent roads, thus less points are in the road R1. By this
difference, we can approximately judge the location of
a business unit in a road.

Patterns. The Yelp dataset offers the name, location, re-
views and other information about a business unit. With
the accuracy location (longitude and latitude) of a point as
the input, open geographic database such as Geocoder [6]
will return the full address of the point. Combined with the
two data resources, we investigate the previous five features
and get the following histograms.

Figure 2 shows the histograms of the average ratings and
the average number of reviews for all business units, per city.
The number of business units in a city varies from 11 to
13600. Though the majority of the average per city ratings
are in range [3.4, 3.8], the ratings have a obvious difference
among cities, since the range of rating is an integer from
0 to 5 and users rarely give a rating lower than 3.2 (from
the most left bin in the top histogram). We also find the
uneven distribution of #reviews in the bottom histogram.
Except Figure 2, other value of bin size might be accept-
able. Here we pick up the bin size as with the knowledge
of the mode and range. To sum up, Figure 2 tends to sup-
port the assumption that business unit location matters in
terms of user’s ratings and reviews on business units, so we
should consider location in city scale (and perhaps with the
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Figure 3: Effect of average distances. Top: average
rating. Bottom: average #reviews.
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Figure 4: Effect of neighbors density. Top: Average
rating. Bottom: average #reviews.

other smaller scale geographic features) for user preference
modeling.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of average rating and
#reviews, when the average distances from one business
unit to the others changes. Average distance is a form of
geographic centrality. The average rating does not have a
clear trend with the uniform distribution, but the uneven
distribution of #reviews seems to match a normal distribu-
tion or else. We find that if a business unit has an average
distance of 5-10 km to others, it tends to receives the most
reviews.

By Figure 4, we explore the relationship between #neighbors
(number of neighbors) and reviews in terms of rating and
#reviews. When a business unit has the least or the most
neighboring business units within 1 km radius as the top
subfigure shows, the ratings seem to be better than others.
Though we are not sure why the low or high neighbor density
might relate to a higher rating, the possible relationship sug-
gests us consider the number of neighboring business units
when predicting the user’s reviews of a business unit. In ad-
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Figure 5: Effect of #roads nearby. Top: average
rating. Bottom: average #reviews.
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Figure 6: Effect of #roads in the same street. Top:
average rating. Bottom: average #reviews.

dition, the bottom subfigure illustrates that more neighbors
(high neighbor density) will bring more reviews. This cor-
responds with intuition: more people are attracted by more
business units, and post more reviews there.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between #roads around a
business unit and our statistics. We detect 12 points around
a business unit with the same radius and equal interval (30
degree) between angles. The radius is 0.1 km and angles
are (0, 30, 60 ... 330) degrees in anticlockwise direction
starting from the x axis in a 2-D virtual plane. A comparison
of the left half (0-5) and the right half (6-11) in the top
subfigure finds a a general trend of more roads locate around
a business unit correspond with higher average rating. In
addition, when #roads becomes larger, #reviews decreases
a little for some reason. One assumption is that a person
might choose another way to go and miss some business
units at road intersections, so a business unit with more
surrounding roads might receive less reviews. To sum up,
the #roads nearby seems to vary with the review statistics.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between location of
a business unit in its street and our statistics. Limited by

the query request quota of Geocoder [6], we randomly sam-
ple about three thousand business units from 27 cities and
display the distributions in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Each
business unit is treated as the center of a circle as Figure 1
shows, and we need the query of 12 points around the cen-
ter to analyze the road information nearby, so it becomes
a bottleneck given the limited times of address query. We
find that business unit location in the middle or at the ends
of a street corresponds weakly with a higher average rating.
There is not much of a recognizable trend in #reviews.

The above figures suggest that geographic features do have
some relationships with user ratings and #reviews. This
in turn suggests that open geographic data can make an
important contribution to local search.

3. USER PREFERENCE MODEL
Since geographic factors affect rating values and the num-

ber of check-in/review (check-in refers to special comments
with short words about a nearby business unit on some mo-
bile applications) in Section 2, we propose in Section 3 a
model to quantify user preference among surrounding (rela-
tive to the user’s location at time of query) business units.
A better estimate of user preference, will produce a ranking
list closer to a user’s needs and thus enhance user experi-
ence. We do not treat those geographic features in Section 2
as the entire feature list about user preference, since more
environmental or personal factors might also change user’s
mind. As a result, we analyze the possible factors about
user’s preference and describe it with the following Equa-
tion 1.

Let fi denote the preference for business unit i and assume
it has the form in Equation 1. It requires two kinds of known
locations: business unit and user location. It is a simple case
since it does not include other neighboring business units as
competitors. A larger value of fi means the user is more
likely to choose the business unit i in mind.

fi =
lαl,i ∗ tαt,i ∗ sαs,i ∗ gαg,i

cβc,i
(1)

The values αl, αt, αs, αg and βc are positive parameters
reflecting user sensitivity, which is similar to weights in a
linear function. Each item in the numerator should have its
own exponent (α). The exponents denote the weights of sev-
eral parameters. Users might be able to input their initial
values, and the search algorithm can adapt the parameters
with response of query results. We also include several vari-
ables/functions in the numerator that might have positive
correlation with user’s preference.

• l captures the city’s environmental bias factors. Dif-
ferent city/towns have their own standard of rating
and review style as Figure 2 and the previous work [8]
show.

• t represents the text matching result. If the semantics
of query inputs matches the type of business unit, t will
be a larger value. For example, if a user would like to
have a meal and input “Where to eat”, then restau-
rants will have a higher value of all business units.
Some open semantic data with latent vectors (such as
Word2Vec1) might improve the matching performance.

1https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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• s means the score of inner attributes for a business
unit, including but not limited to the size of store, the
cleanliness, the opening hour, the quality of service.
Other kinds of open data, such as customer’s review
and introduction on Yellow Pages, can also be added
to determine the value of s.

• g represents the score based on geographic factors. The
density of neighbors, the feasibility of transportation
(number of nearby roads) and the location of store in
a road (middle or end) are possible attributes. The
Figures in Section 2 illustrate a possible relationship
between geographic factors and user feedback, so we
add this item into the model.

• c represents the cost of traveling from the current lo-
cation to the business unit, which has (generally) a
negative correlation (when cost for a business unit in-
creases, the user will grade the business unit with a
lower preference score) with user’s preference so it is
in the denominator. Limits on financial budget and
time can affect user’s choice. So it contains at least
two parts, the time cost and money cost, depending
on the way of traffic from user’s current location to
the target business unit. The user’s current location
is a key factor in computation of c, since it determines
the distance to the business unit. Several papers [2,
7, 9] point out the importance of distance in providing
relevant recommendations.

Equation 1 is not the only possible form of a relationship
between external factors and user preference. It might also
take the form of a weighted sum, but this fractional form
better reflects which factors have positive or negative cor-
relation with the preference. In addition, there are several
functions behind t, s, g and c. Each function deals with
factors of an aspect (e.g., geographic factors) and set corre-
sponding values to describe user’s preference.

In any real case, if the user has a general goal (e.g., a
shopping mall) rather than a clear query with a name (e.g.,
Walmart), the user might wander around a local business
area. Equation 2 considers this case and encodes the effect
of neighbors. The neighbors of a store might compete with
the store, or they might sell complementary goods.

Fi = p ∗ fi +
∑
k∈Ni

(1− p) ∗ u(tk, ti) ∗
fk
|Nk|

(2)

Here are the definitions of variables:

• Fi is total preference value with neighbor’s contribu-
tion, which might work in the ranking part of a search
engine.

• fi and fk result from Equation 1. Store k is a neighbor
of store i.

• Ni represents the set of store i’s neighbors. |Nk| means
the size of the set. In traveling, a user might be at-
tracted by other stores nearby, so the interest of a par-
ticular store can be affected either positively or nega-
tively by a neighbor.

• p is the probability of staying focused on the original
target. It is a personal attribute about purchase be-
havior.

Figure 7: Revised structure of local search. It shows
the data flow of the revised local search. After the
crawling and indexing, one additional layer of pref-
erence estimation is added. It requires user’s cur-
rent location and query from open geographic data.
The additional layer can give a estimation of user’s
preference. Finally, an input query will trigger the
module of ranking combined with the estimation of
preference.

• u(tk, ti) describes the relationship between two busi-
ness units. They may be cooperators or competitors.

Here the preference value Fi depends on two parts, the
simple point-to-point interests and the neighbors’ effects. To
define the set of neighbors Ni, geographic open data must
offer the locations of surrounding business units and the road
information. To get u(tk, ti), a comparison of keywords is
necessary. For the personal parameters (α, β and p), the
model should learn them with user’s choices about query
results. Over time, the search algorithm might provide a
customization according to user history. After the collection
of query logs with user’s location track, we can evaluate
the model. The model puts more weights on features from
open data, so even when the documents (set of words used
in traditional information retrieval model) of business units
are not complete, the revised model with geographic features
might generate a list of preference values for a better ranking
result.

4. IMPROVED LOCAL SEARCH
Section 2 shows the potential utility of including geo-

graphic factors in local search, especially when the document
data of business units are not complete. In Section 3 we give
a high level description of a user preference model incorpo-
rating geographic features. Here we describe the possible
change in the structure of local search to comply with the
model.

Difference from traditional search method. The
obvious difference is the additional geo-analysis component
with external offline geographic open data. Suppose the
task is to estimate user preference with user current loca-
tion. The possible features include the city’s attributes, the
distances between a user and all business units, feasibility of
transportation to all business units, competition between a
business unit and its neighbors. Of course, the basic schema
we propose is not limited by the above features discussed
in Section 3. Other business and travel related geographic
features can be added, too.

The use of open data. Though we mainly focus on the
new incorporation of geographic open data, other types of
open data can also contribute to a better (in terms of user
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experience and performance) ranking result in the struc-
ture. The classical structure of searching includes three sub-
modules, which are crawler, indexer, and query. Crawler
downloads webpages and indexer build indices for those
words in webpages, then query responds to user input by
returning the most related pages.

With this basic model in hand, here is a possible usage sce-
nario of open data in searching. In the first step of crawling,
the crawling from both online and offline open data (such as
geographic databases, Yellow Pages brochure, social network
reviews, etc.) should be performed. Since the local area of-
ten has a limited range of business unit candidates within a
certain radius, it is possible to collect information from mul-
tiple aspects and resources, when the single resource cannot
generate a large enough document set about business units.
The second step is indexing. This necessitates execution of
the challenging task of merging multiple descriptions of the
same entity, acquired from diverse information resources.
The third step is the modified design that incorporates lo-
cal search. Since GPS on mobile devices enables a real-time
location record, a user’s current location can trigger the pref-
erence estimation model given in Section 3. The model will
use the information of surrounding business units acquired
from geographic open data. Semantic open data can also
work in the matching of query and business category. The
model will then produce a list of nearby business units with
their preference values for a user. The last step is the re-
sponse to user’s query. Traditional ranking results relate
the semantic similarity between the input string and the
candidate document with the index. Here we have another
preference list based on the additional estimation model in
Section 3. A suitable mix of the two methods should improve
the searching performance.

Advantages. The use of open data in preference esti-
mation could solve the problem of insufficient web-available
information about local business units. Besides, the added
step of geographic analysis can also serve for a local recom-
mendation system before the user’s query. Meanwhile, the
structure leaves room for incorporating other types of open
data.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze the patterns of relationships

between geographic features derived from open geographic
data and user preference, and describe a preference model
that incorporates several detailed geographic features. We
discuss the potential improvement about the structure of
local search for better preference estimation. The initial
analysis tend to support that open data, and especially geo-
graphic open data, can be a powerful factor to estimate user
preference, and local search incorporating a parser of geo-
graphic features might overcome a lack of descriptive words
about business units.

Future possible directions of work include: (1) Collecting
real query logs that track movement and evaluate the pref-
erence model and the revised local search. (2) Finding and
determining more helpful geographic features. (3) Mining
the patterns encoding the relationship geographic features
in Section 2 and the preferences. At the same time, work-
ing on different scales of local data in terms of the size of a
city and the radius of address query around a business unit.
(4) Finalizing several sub-parts in local search algorithm, in-
cluding the merge of information about the same entity, the
cooperation of preference estimation model and traditional
ranking method.
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